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Abstract

As the prevalence of wireless telecommunication escalates throughout the world, health professionals are faced with the challenge of patients who report symptoms they claim are connected with exposure to some frequencies of electromagnetic radiation (EMR). Some scientists and clinicians acknowledge the phenomenon of hypersensitivity to EMR resulting from common exposures such as wireless systems and electrical devices in the home or workplace; others suggest that electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is psychosomatic or fictitious. Various organizations including the World Health Organization as well as some nation states are carefully exploring this clinical phenomenon in order to better explain the rising prevalence of non-specific, multi-system, often debilitating symptoms associated with non-ionizing EMR exposure. As well as an assortment of physiological complaints, patients diagnosed with EHS also report profound social and personal challenges, impairing their ability to function normally in society. This paper offers a review of the sparse literature on this perplexing condition and a discussion of the controversy surrounding the legitimacy of the EHS diagnosis. Recommendations are provided to assist health professionals in caring for individuals complaining of EHS.
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1. Introduction

In the early years of the 21st century, there are increasing reports throughout the world of individuals and clusters of people complaining of various clinical symptoms in response to minimal exposure to everyday levels of electromagnetic radiation (EMR). Some individuals experience difficulty around wireless systems, when using cordless or cell phones, when exposed to some types of artificial light, or in response to various other common electromagnetic exposures. Once exposed, such vulnerable individuals often develop a variety of symptoms involving various organ systems. Although originally thought to be psychogenic in origin, such symptoms are being reported by ever-increasing numbers of previously healthy individuals (Hallberg and Oberfeld, 2006) — a phenomenon which has generated a closer assessment of the origins of electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) complaints.

In this paper, a review of the emerging literature related to the perplexing EHS condition will be presented along with a case history detailing the development of EHS and subsequent recovery in an otherwise healthy individual. Consideration of physical, psychological and social aspects of this disorder will be presented. As well as an exploration of the polarizing debate that surrounds the EHS issue, recommendations are provided as to how clinicians might empower patients with EHS to regain their health and improve their wellbeing.

2. Background

The surge of wireless telecommunication throughout the world is provoking many people to question whether various EMR frequencies can have adverse effects on human health. It is widely accepted that ionizing high-frequency radiation from X-rays or emissions from radioactive nuclei (Fig. 1) have adverse effects on human health. It is widely accepted that some frequencies of non-ionizing radiation have the potential to cause adverse physiological effects; and do some individuals become hypersensitive to otherwise non-perceptible everyday exposure levels of electromagnetic radiation (EMR)?

These quandaries prompted the World Health Organization (WHO) to form an international coalition in 1996 to research the impact of EMR on human health (World Health Organization, 2011a). The coalition continues to the present time and conducts research studies that are underway around the globe. While there is ongoing debate about the potential adverse effect of non-ionizing EMR, there appears to be an intriguing divide. Thus far, most research carried out by independent non-government or non-industry affiliated researchers suggests potentially serious effects from many non-ionizing EMR exposures; (Sage, 2007) research funded by industry and some governments seems to cast doubt on the potential for harm (Genuis, 2008). Emerging research, however, continues to uncover an assortment of potential sequelae resulting from exposure to anthropogenic EMR (Genuis, 2008; Dode et al., 2011; Dode, 2011; Li et al., 2011; Marino et al., 1977; Kabuto et al., 2006) including the finding – recently reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) – of alterations in brain glucose metabolism in response to cell phone radio frequencies (Volkow et al., 2011).

The issue of EHS legitimacy remains equally contentious with strong voices advocating on both sides. As widespread exposure to anthropogenic EMR with reports of consequent hypersensitivity is a recent phenomenon unprecedented in human history, it is interesting to trace a few major milestones in the unfolding EHS story.

2.1. Historical milestones related to electromagnetic hypersensitivity

In the 1950s, various centers in Eastern Europe began to describe and treat thousands of workers presenting with recent onset of clusters of multi-system complaints. These individuals were generally employed in i) the manufacture, inspection, operation, or repair of equipment involved in microwave transmission, and/or ii) the operation of radio frequency devices. The constellation of health complaints was initially given the name ‘Radio Wave Sickness’ and afflicted individuals often presented with symptoms such as headaches, weakness, sleep disturbance, emotional instability, dizziness, memory impairment, fatigue, and heart palpitations (Sadchikova, 1960).

This emerging public health issue persisted through the 1960s and 70s and early reports from various parts of the world began to detail...
research findings on the health effects of exposure to microwave and radiofrequency radiation (Klimková-Deutschová, 1973; Glaser, 1971; Zaret, 1973; Frey and Seifert, 1968; Frey, 1970). Increasing attention also began to mount in the public arena with books such as ‘The Zapping of America’ in 1977 (Brodeur, 2000) and ‘Terminal Shock’ in 1985 (DeMatteo, 1985) fueling escalating concern about adverse EMR exposure. Although scientific discussion of this health issue was sparse in the medical literature, a neuroscientist from Sweden, Dr. Olle Johansson began to document a constellation of symptoms, including CNS complaints, cardiac symptoms, and skin changes in individuals exposed to various sources of non-ionizing radiation. In response, a Swedish Association for the Electrosensitive (‘FEB Föreningen för el- och bildskärmsskadade’) was formed and established a mandate to support those with this condition they called ‘Electrical Hypersensitivity’. To engender further recognition and support, this group in 1994 disseminated a press release exhorting individuals throughout the globe “to join hands” in addressing this mounting health challenge (The Swedish Association for the Electrosensitive, 1994) – an affliction that has since been referred to as electrical hypersensitivity, electromagnetic hypersensitivity, electrical sensitivity or simply electro-sensitivity.

Clinical research to verify the physiological nature of this condition began in the 1990s. Rea et al. in 1991 reported abnormal responses to certain EMR frequencies (in comparison to blank challenges) by some hypersensitive individuals (Rea et al., 1991). As well as various clinical symptoms, a double blind assessment in this study of various physiological parameters confirmed pulmonary and cardiac changes in some EHS patients (Rea et al., 1991). Ongoing work by Johansson and colleagues confirmed evidence of physiological dermal changes in response to certain EMR exposures in sensitive individuals (Johansson et al., 2001; Johansson and Liu, 1995) With this latter observation, a hypothesis on the pathophysiological mechanism of EHS was introduced based on theorized degranulation of mast cells in various tissues – with release of a spectrum of mediators such as histamine – in response to EMR exposure (Gangi and Johansson, 2000).

In the early 2000s, estimates of the occurrence of EHS began to swell with studies estimating the prevalence of this condition to be about 1.5% of the population of Sweden, (Hillert et al., 2002) 3.2% in California, (Levallois et al., 2002) and 8% in Germany (Infas Institut für angewandte Sozialwissenschaft GmbH, 2003). With the escalating prevalence of EHS and the increasing research interest in this health condition, the WHO convened a working group and an international meeting in 2004 in Prague to discuss this apparent disorder. Although not acknowledging a physiological causation for the EHS entity, the group defined EHS as “…a phenomenon where individuals experience adverse health effects while using or being in the vicinity of devices emitting electric, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields (EMFs) …Whatever its cause, EHS is a real and sometimes a debilitating problem for the affected persons” (Mild et al., 2004). Ongoing debate about the veracity of the EHS affliction has erupted, however, as various researchers have found insufficient evidence to support claims about the physiological nature of this disorder. In this paper we endeavor to review the literature on EHS and to then explore apparent contradictions in evidence regarding the etiology and legitimacy of the EHS diagnosis.

2.2. Overview of electromagnetic hypersensitivity

In review, the reported phenomenon whereby vulnerable individuals experience health symptoms from being in close proximity to devices emitting some frequencies of EMR is referred to as EHS (Leitgeb and Schrottner, 2003). While the majority of the population do not perceive any health changes in response to EMR exposure, an increasing number of individuals report a variety of unpleasant symptoms (Table 1) that they attribute to the EMR exposure. The EMR appears to act as a trigger for perceived physiological disturbances in the body. The range of frequencies associated with EHS is usually within the non-ionizing range of the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Common reported signs and symptoms associated with electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Headache</strong></td>
<td>Thought processing difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory impairment</strong></td>
<td>Heart palpitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleep disorder</strong></td>
<td>General malaise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blurred vision</strong></td>
<td>Weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dizziness</strong></td>
<td>Chest discomfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscle pain</strong></td>
<td>Tinnitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fatigue</strong></td>
<td>Nausea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Night sweats</strong></td>
<td>Restless legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General malaise</strong></td>
<td>Paresthesias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a bioelectrical entity, the human organism in the 21st century is increasingly exposed to three general types of anthropogenic non-ionizing EMR:

a) Extremely low frequency EMR from power lines, electrical appliances and electronic equipment.

b) Electrical pollution: the operation of some electronic equipment (such as plasma televisions, some energy efficient appliances, variable speed motors, etc.) has the ability to manufacture frequency signals generally in the 3–150 kHz range (very low to low frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum) which then flows along and radiates from wiring in affected homes and other buildings. This has been referred to as electrical pollution or dirty electricity (Havas, 2006).

c) Microwave and radiofrequency emissions from wireless telecommunication devices such as wireless telephones, cell towers, antennas as well as broadcast transmission towers (Sage, 2007).

Some individuals with EHS experience symptoms when exposed to EMR in the extremely low frequency ranges; others appear to be more sensitive to frequencies emitted in the radiofrequency or microwave range. Furthermore, some people will complain of distinct symptoms in response to different frequencies – such as mood changes when exposed to one frequency range and musculoskeletal discomfort at a different frequency range. Some appear to have sensitivity responses throughout the non-ionizing range of frequencies, and a subgroup manifests sensitivity with CNS symptoms and visual disturbance in response to natural frequencies in the visible light component of the spectrum (Coyle, 1995). There is also research exploring the link between some disorders of hearing such as tinnitus and sensitivity to certain frequencies of EMF (Landgrebe et al., 2009).

As a result, unpleasant symptoms may occur when the vulnerable individual has exposure to EMR produced by common objects such as cell phones, wireless headsets, fluorescent lighting, some computers, cordless phones, appliances, and telecommunications signals (Havas, 2006). Additional sources of EMR sometimes not considered are motors such as in furnaces, various types of electronic surveillance equipment (e.g. metal detectors at airports), as well as industrial machinery such as medical diathermy cautery tools (Floderus et al., 2002).

Until recently, the diagnosis of EHS has not received much support from the medical community due to the lack of objective evidence to support the EHS diagnosis. In an effort to determine the legitimacy of EHS as a neurological disorder, however, a collection of scientists and physicians recently conducted a double-blinded research study on the outcome of EMR provocation which was subsequently published in the International Journal of Neuroscience (McCarty et al., 2011). The researchers were able to objectively demonstrate somatic reactions
from an EHS patient in response to EMR provocation using levels typically found in the contemporary environment. They conclude that "EMF hypersensitivity can occur as a bona fide environmentally-inducible neurological syndrome" (McCarty et al., 2011).

Furthermore, a recent study by Havas et al. (2010) demonstrated physiological responses to low-dose EMR exposure in some individuals. Immediate and dramatic changes in both heart rate and heart rate variability were evident in affected participants with microwave exposure levels at only 0.5% of existing Canadian and American guideline limits (Havas et al., 2010). This study suggests that some individuals may experience cardiac symptoms and autonomic nervous system dysregulation as a pathophysiological response to electromagnetic stressors.

2.3. Pathogenesis of electromagnetic hypersensitivity

As with other multi-system illnesses such as multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS), fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), the exact pathogenesis of EHS is not completely understood. Emerging evidence suggests, however, that the aberrant biological process for developing EHS occurs through an intriguing pathophysiological mechanism (Fig. 2) referred to as sensitivity-related illness (SRI) (Genuis, 2010a; De Luca et al., 2010). In addition, recent evidence has demonstrated a potential for disruption of catecholamine production in response to EMR that may affect the human organism in many ways.

a) Sensitivity related illness

SRI describes a pathophysiological response to bioaccumulation of foreign materials originating from various potential sources such as toxic chemicals, surgical implants, infections, dental materials, and radioactive compounds. The mechanism by which the body becomes hyper-reactive or hyper-sensitized to electromagnetic energy may start with a totally unrelated toxicant insult or multiple insults in the form of foreign exposures. This pathway to illness has been referred to as TILT (Toxicant Induced Loss of Tolerance) (Miller, 2001; Miller, 1997). After a threshold of bioaccumulation is achieved, an individual’s immune system loses the normal adaptive responses with immune tolerance and becomes sensitized to exposures from seemingly insignificant and unrelated environmental stimuli. For example, a study in Sweden found that people with EHS had significantly higher levels of accrued polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) — very common and hormonally active persistent pollutants used as flame retardants and which bio-accumulate in adipose tissue (Hardell et al., 2008). (Until recently, these compounds have routinely been applied to mattresses, for example, to meet fire regulation standards and consequently off-gas nightly into the slumbering recipient.)

In patients with TILT, subsequent triggering of the hypersensitive immune system by chemical or electromagnetic incitants precipitates a clinical reaction resulting from a dysregulated biochemical response from various components of the immune system (Genuis, 2010a; Duramad et al., 2007; Tracey, 2007). It is unclear why some people, after developing TILT, develop sensitivity to chemical triggers, to electromagnetic stimuli, or to both. The nature of the reaction is mediated by the unique makeup of the bioaccumulated toxicant load and/or the distinctive genetic and biochemical thumbprint of the individual (Genuis, 2010a). The ensuing antibody, cytokine, interleukin, and chemokine activation by environmental stimuli may affect various organ systems and physiological functions including the endocrine system, the autonomic nervous system, genetic expression, and so on — resulting in abnormal multi-system signs and symptoms (Genuis, 2010a; Ashford and Miller, 1998). (This activation phenomenon has been referred to as MATES: Minute Assorted Triggers Evoke Symptoms (Genuis, 2010a)).

Although the precise pathophysiological mechanisms of the hypersensitivity response to EMR have not been clearly delineated, emerging research confirms that some frequencies of EMR can exert immune dysregulation in vitro with increased production of selected cytokines — a common feature of SRI (Stankiewicz et al., 2010; Dabrowski et al., 2003). Furthermore, the development of the immune dysregulation associated with SRI and EHS after toxicant bioaccumulation appears to involve genomic considerations. De Luca et al. (2010) discovered that people who suffer from EHS may have various defects in genes involved in toxicant elimination within their body. These genes are responsible for producing antioxidant/detoxification enzymes such as glutathione–S-transferases, superoxide dismutase, catalase, N-acetyl transferases, cytochrome 450 enzymes and others (Wormhoudt et al., 1999). As a result these people may have impaired detoxification mechanisms resulting in a predisposition to toxicant bioaccumulation.

b) Catecholamine dysregulation

Another important mechanism that may be responsible for some of the manifestations of EHS involves disruption and dysregulation of catecholamine physiology in response to adverse EMR (Buchner and Eger, 2011). Although EMR frequencies were first reported to affect regulation of endocrine systems including adrenal gland function in 1977, (Marino et al., 1977) recent research highlights a dose–response relationship which occurs well below established limits for technical radiofrequency radiation exposure (Buchner and Eger, 2011). Furthermore, with ongoing exposure such as living in close proximity to a cell phone base station — this pathophysiological reaction may involve a protracted alteration of norepinephrine, epinephrine, dopamine and phenylethylamine biology with yet unrecognized health implications (Buchner and Eger, 2011). As these endogenous compounds are well known to be instrumental in several fundamental biological actions including autonomic nervous system function, neurotransmission, state of alertness and response to stress, it is uncertain if dysregulation elicited by adverse EMR exposure may be involved in EHS and/or predispose vulnerable individuals to a variety of health issues associated with catecholamine and neurotransmitter dysregulation.

Other pathophysiological mechanisms for the EHS phenomenon have been proposed. Costa et al. (2010) have submitted that heavy metal poisoning has the potential to precipitate EHS — as EMR influences metals to become re-mobilized in the body possibly resulting in systemic symptoms. There has also been the suggestion that in the

![Fig. 2. Pathogenic mechanism for development of sensitivity related illness.](image-url)
complex clinical environment of the 21st century, EHS may – in part – involve a multifaceted interplay between certain neurocognitive factors within the patient’s psyche. In review, the exact pathophysiological mechanism of EHS has not been fully elucidated. The observation that 1) EHS patients are generally previously healthy individuals who have sustained a toxicant burden; and 2) EHS often subsides when elimination of toxicants is achieved, suggests that the TILT mechanism may feature prominently in the etiology of this complex clinical phenomenon. The precise role of prolonged catecholamine dysregulation in the manifestation of EHS remains to be elucidated.

2.4. Biochemical markers for electromagnetic hypersensitivity

It would be clinically advantageous if there was one pathognomonic marker reflecting a defined mechanism for the development of EHS. Such is not the case. Ongoing research continues to identify changes within the immune system that may be involved in the immune dysregulation associated with EHS. For example, while DNA bond breakage generally requires the high thermal energy found in ionizing radiation, Mashevich et al. (2003) found that very low frequency EMR and microwaves can lead to altered genotypes in human lymphocyte DNA via non-thermal protein stress. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that DNA replication and mitosis can be disrupted and form altered proteins in the presence of EMR (Lin et al., 1997; Lin et al., 1998; Tsurita et al., 1999; de Pomerai et al., 2000). Accordingly, abnormalities within cellular machinery may lead to aberrant immune responses. No single biochemical marker unique to EHS that reflects such underlying changes, however, has yet been identified.

Furthermore, the immune system may become hyper-reactive in direct response to regulatory influences from other organ systems such as the CNS. A paper by D’Andrea et al. (2003) explains that microwaves and radio frequencies are capable of affecting central nervous system physiology. Through a review of numerous laboratory studies on humans and animals, microwaves were shown to affect the permeability of the blood brain barrier to drugs and to impact hormones, blood cortisol levels, memory functioning, electroencephalogram (EEG) readings, as well as neurochemistry markers (D’Andrea et al., 2003; Salford et al., 2008). Thus far, however, no consistent laboratory finding has been identified which objectively establishes a diagnosis of EHS.

3. Management of electromagnetic hypersensitivity

With appropriate care, it is possible for patients with EHS to improve considerably and be restored to normal functioning. By understanding the pathway to the development of SRI, by practicing avoidance of triggers and further toxicant exposure, and by instituting appropriate therapeutic measures when necessary, patients consistently improve. An overall environmental approach to managing exposure related illness, such as EHS, is depicted in Fig. 3 (Genuis, 2010a). Details of this management approach can be found in other papers (Genuis, 2010a; Genuis, 2011) but the general approach is summarized in the three following phases.

(a) Avoid environmental triggers

In order for symptoms to diminish, it is necessary for SRI patients to avoid inciting triggers. For patients with EHS, they must be vigilant about avoiding frequencies of EMR that ignite their symptoms. Table 2 makes suggestions on how common sources of EMF exposure might be reduced for people with EHS. As a result of the underlying toxicant burden, however, many individuals with EHS also experience symptoms in response to chemical triggers. These must be addressed as well for success to be achieved. Various jurisdictions have begun to establish safe residences and places of respite for individuals suffering from EHS.

(b) Remediate nutritional and biochemical status

Once a concerted effort is underway to avoid inciting exposures, the next step involves remediating the nutritional biochemistry of the individual. During states of chronic stress and inflammation, the body quickly depletes its store of nutrients required for the cellular machinery and normal functioning of inherent physiology. Biochemical testing is available to assess the state of nutritional biochemistry, and interventions should be tailored to address specific abnormalities. Detoxification biochemistry must be optimal in order to proceed to the final step — diminution of the total toxicant load that initiated the health problem in the first place.

![Fig. 3. Intervention approach to manage sensitivity related illness.](image-url)
3.1. Explore associated health challenges

Management of all EHS patients should include a thorough health assessment as well as investigations and interventions to identify and address all determinants of illness. Both Dahmen and Hillert, for example, found that people with EHS had an elevated prevalence of thyroid dysfunction and liver disease (Hillert et al., 2002; Dahmen et al., 2009). The mental health symptoms that sometimes accompany or result from EHS may be responsive to cognitive behavioral therapy with amelioration of depression, anxiety, phobias, and other related symptoms (Hillert et al., 1998; Rubin and Das, 2006).

One of the major health challenges with EHS is sleep quality. As adverse EMR is frequently encountered inadvertently in the bedroom from sources such as electronics, wireless systems, and possibly metal bed materials (Hallberg and Johansson, 2010), restful sleep is often interrupted. Sleep interference and disturbed day/night rhythms often ensue resulting in delayed waking, daytime napping, impaired concentration, and other issues. Any EHS treatment program needs to check for and address factors that may incite sleep disturbance (Hobbs, 2011).

3.2. Neural re-training

There is ongoing discussion in the scientific literature about neuroplasticity and the innate ability of the brain to be retrained with resultant modification of established brain responses (Berlucchi, 2011; Cioni et al., 2011). As a result, there has been the emergence of training interventions endeavoring to modify hypersensitivity reactions in patients with various sensitivity related conditions including EHS (Hooper, 2011). Limited scientific study is available to date on the efficacy of such neural retraining approaches, but some patients anecdotally report that reducing the toxicant burden combined with intense retraining of pathological brain responses yields preferred outcomes.

3.3. EMF shielding

Recognizing that the initiating trigger of EHS is exposure to EMR, some EHS patients endeavor to block exposure to offending frequencies within their home or workplace via shielding modalities (Less EMF Inc., 2011). While some frequencies of EMR can be readily blocked by various materials, other anthropogenic sources of EMR such as low frequency magnetic waves are more difficult to block. No scientific study of the impact of such shielding techniques on EHS patients is available thus far, but anecdotally some individuals claim benefit. The issue of shielding, however, can be complex as exposure can also be affected by reflection within a shielded environment so that adverse EMR can backfire into the allegedly protected domain (Torrens, 2008).

3.4. Grounding technique

A simple technique with uncertain efficacy involves the discharge of accumulated electrical charge into the earth by intermittently ‘grounding’ the EHS patient (Chevalier et al., in press). This unassuming practice involves placing bare feet on the earth, or on another conductive surface (e.g. metal sheet) which is in direct contact with the earth. Although more science is required to determine the credibility of this approach, some patients with disabling EHS report clinical benefit and provisional relief from symptoms using this modality. Caution is required, however, as grounding in the area of buried power lines or in the vicinity of current from other electrical sources diverted into the earth may aggravate symptoms.

A case history is presented for consideration to illustrate the challenges and potential successful outcomes associated with clinical management of this condition.

4. Case history of electromagnetic hypersensitivity

A 35 year-old previously healthy, well-educated and highly functioning married mother of two children noticed an abrupt decline in her health and ability to function within three weeks of moving into a newly renovated house. She developed progressive fatigue, muscle pain, cognitive decline, anxiety, and uncharacteristic memory impairment – to the point where she forgot to pick up her children from elementary school on multiple occasions. Despite seeing multiple physicians and undergoing extensive testing (including MRIs and CTs) her symptoms worsened to the point where she experienced ongoing night sweats, nausea, severe headaches, muscle weakness, myalgias and weight loss of near 20 lb. No explanation was found and she was given assorted diagnoses including allergic disease, psychosomatic illness, early multiple sclerosis and chronic fatigue syndrome.

It was notable, however, that when she went on trips away from the newly renovated house, her symptoms conspicuously improved, only to return in full force when she came home. Concerned that she may be experiencing an adverse reaction within her home environment, she thoroughly cleaned the premises and instituted air and water purification as well as making every effort to eat a well-balanced diet. Despite her efforts, the symptoms continued to worsen. In desperation she sought help from additional health professionals and was introduced to the idea of possibly being sensitive to EMR within her home.

With vigilant observation, she made a clear connection between her symptoms and exposure to the numerous electrical items in her environment. Her symptoms were worse when near fluorescent lights, microwaves, and kitchen appliances. Despite limiting her exposure to these appliances, however, her night time symptoms of nausea, fevers, chills, tremors, and vomiting persisted; whenever she spent a night at a motel, these symptoms would abate.

In addition to her own health issues, she noted increasing illness in other family members. Her children developed unremitting respiratory ailments as well as several ear and throat infections requiring repeated medical interventions; her husband also developed respiratory difficulties including pneumonia. When looking for the initiating cause of the health problems, she noted a number of off-gassing chemical exposures related to the recent renovations and, in particular, discovered a floor stain that had been improperly finished and was off-gassing heavily. With concern about the potential impact of ongoing off-gassing from the renovation in addition to a 200 A power supply to their home and close proximity to a power generation station, they decided to move to an environment with less EMF and chemical exposure.

Upon moving to an older home near a nature reserve, her symptoms began to improve but did not completely resolve until she took measures to reduce the quantity of EMR in her new environment – measures such as converting to wired internet connections and...
turning off power to non-essential appliances during the night. Her health subsequently improved markedly and she was able to return to normal activities including cycling with her family, rollerblading, and going for long walks. Thirteen years later, her health remains stable and she is able to live an active normal life, but takes ongoing measures to avoid chemical and pronounced EMF exposures.

It is hypothesized that this previously healthy individual experienced a toxicant burden and consequent TILT after moving into a newly renovated home with various chemical exposures. A hypersensitivity to EMR ensued resulting in myriad symptoms — that settled when she avoided EMR. After relocation and avoidance of further exposure, her body burden diminished as she spontaneously eliminated toxicants by endogenous mechanisms. As a result of the diminished total toxicant load, her SRI slowly diminished as her TILT abated, and her hypersensitivity to electromagnetic triggers settled.

5. Quality of life considerations

For individuals suffering from EHS, there are a number of issues that consistently arise. A major challenge of EHS is the imperceptible nature of EMR to otherwise healthy people. The absence of perceptible stimuli inclines physicians, family members, friends, employers, and insurance companies to classify the symptoms of EHS as psychogenic or psychiatric in origin (Rubin et al., 2010; Kanaan et al., 2007; Das-Munshi et al., 2006; Rubin et al., 2011). As a result, patients with EHS frequently experience ridicule and eventual rejection or dismissal by their usual systems of support. This common outcome has a profound impact on many aspects of life including employment, accommodation, healthcare, finances as well as having a profound bearing on social, emotional and psychological dimensions of life (Parsons, 2011).

5.1. Social impact

EHS has been described by patients as a ‘loner’s disease’. Due to the prevalence of ubiquitous EMR in the contemporary urban environment, EHS causes patients to experience extreme social isolation. The serious symptoms confine them to their home. Venturing out to shopping malls, libraries, theaters, hospitals, and doctors’ offices is often precarious because of the prevalence of wireless routers, cell phones, antennas, and other sources of EMR. Furthermore many patients are often no longer able to spend time in the homes of family members due to EMR issues. As a result, huge stresses are placed on marriages and families — especially if family members are not willing to reduce EMR in the home environment.

The pronounced physical and psychological symptoms often prompt EHS patients to take medical leaves from their employment and many eventually leave work all together. The inability to participate in previously enjoyed leisure activities and meaningful occupations is worsened by the lack of empathy and fractured relationships with family, colleagues and health care providers.

5.2. Physical and psychological impact

People with EHS frequently experience debilitating symptoms which can affect any body system including the central nervous system, musculoskeletal system, gastrointestinal tract, and endocrine system. Symptoms often lead to ongoing psychological stress and intense fear of being ‘hit’ by EMR wherever they go. Many patients become incapacitated by such fear — knowing that an invisible wireless signal may incite major symptoms in their body at any time and any place. This unremitting fear and preoccupation with health issues can have a major impact on well-being, to the point where EHS individuals develop a phobia and disdain of electricity, with some desiring to escape civilization.

Cross-sectional surveys conducted in Sweden found that people with EHS expressed increased tendencies to anxiety and states of hyper-vigilance and stress (Johansson et al., 2010). These psychological factors may be further mediators of illness in people with EHS and place them at increased risk for other psychologically-related disorders (De Luca et al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2010). Furthermore, the lack of support and acceptance by loved ones often leads EHS individuals to question their own sanity and to states of diminished self-esteem. Finally, the underlying toxicant burden associated with EHS makes patients vulnerable to other sensitivity related conditions such as fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, and multiple chemical sensitivity (Genuis, 2010a).

6. Debate about the legitimacy of electromagnetic hypersensitivity

Despite increasing reports in the world literature recognizing EHS as a legitimate clinical entity, (World Health Organization, 2011a; McCarty et al., 2011; Havas et al., 2010; Havas, 2000; World Health Organization, 2011b; Chemical Sensitivity Network, 2011) many people remain skeptical about the veracity of the idea that a subsection of the population experiences illness and disability as a result of intolerance of everyday everyday levels of EMR (Levallois, 2002). Some consider the EHS condition to be purely psychosomatic (Rubin et al., 2010; Das-Munshi et al., 2006) — a "made-up term used by hypochondriacs and alternative-medicine practitioners to explain away unrelated medical problems" (National Post, 2011).

This stance is buttressed by the failure of numerous studies to prove a connection between people’s reported EHS and their actual exposure to EMR (Nam et al., 2009; Mortazavi et al., 2007). In fact, many of the studies show that people with self-reported EHS were more sensitive to devices emitting no EMR than true EMR (Frick et al., 2005). In contrast to the more recent double-blind work confirming measurable physiological change in response to EMR exposure (McCarty et al., 2011), Rubin et al. (2011) found that participants with self-reported EHS did not have any abnormal physiological responses to acute EMR exposure. Looking at twenty-nine single or double-blind studies that exposed people to real and sham EMR, they report that most of the studies did not show any significant association between EMR and consistent symptoms in the self-reported EHS participant (Rubin et al., 2011).

Secondly, many EHS patients with EMR-induced brain dysfunction have CNS symptoms involving mood, cognitive ability, perception, and behavior. Because of the labile nature of this condition depending on incitant exposures, EHS patients are often perceived as inconsistent and unreliable, which makes it tempting for skeptics to label their condition as psychogenic. As a result of these various factors, many clinicians, politicians, and industry groups have chosen to label EHS as a fictitious malady.

After reviewing all available evidence, however, the WHO in 2004 released a factsheet identifying non-specific multi-system illness resulting from EMR exposure as ‘electromagnetic hypersensitivity’ (EHS) (World Health Organization, 2011b). In May of 2011 a coalition of physician scientists met with officials in the WHO responsible for developing the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). The WHO expressed a willingness to consider professional and public input on evidence supporting the inclusion of EHS into the 11th version of ICD to be released in 2015 (Chemical Sensitivity Network, 2011).

Various national governments have also recognized EHS as an emerging medical problem. Sweden (with about a quarter of a million people with EHS reported in 2004 (Johansson, 2006)) classifies EHS as a functional impairment (Johansson, 2006). Taking steps to diminish the risk of toxicant exposures — the source etiology of SRI and EHS — the Swedish Chemicals Agency has introduced recommendations in the form of a ‘Substitution Principle’. This report recommends: “If risks to the environment and human health and safety can be reduced by replacing a chemical substance or product either by another substance or by some non-chemical technology, then this replacement should take place”
Other nations have also begun to introduce guidelines and legislation in relation to EHS. Spain, for example, recognizes EHS as a permanent disability (Grupo Medico Juridico, 2011) while the Canadian Human Rights Commission includes EHS among environmental sensitivities as a disability to be accommodated under Canadian federal legislation (Sears, 2007a). With conflicting outcomes in EHS research to date, however, legislative and public health action has been slow in many jurisdictions.

What considerations might potentially explain the apparent inconsistencies and contradictions in study outcomes and conclusions about the legitimacy of the EHS diagnosis?

6.1. Response to challenges relating to the EHS diagnosis

- **Lack of Clinical Response to EMR in some Research:** Individuals with EHS may be sensitive to different frequencies; not all electromagnetic frequencies are the same. Just as people with food intolerances are not sensitive to all foods and chemically sensitive patients are not sensitive to all chemical exposures, EHS patients are not necessarily sensitive to all frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum. Testing EHS patients for identifiable physiological changes by exposing them to one frequency may miss frequencies that they are sensitive to. It is equivalent to testing people for food intolerances by exposing them to only one food or testing for all atopic illness in a patient by testing with only one antigen.

- **Fluctuating Clinical Response to EMR in some Research:** For those individuals with SRI, levels and intensity of intolerance can change over the short and long term (Genuis, 2010a; Ashford and Miller, 1998; Miller and Ashford, 2000). The intensity of response can fluctuate depending on changing levels of the total body burden, incitant dose, overall inflammatory status of the body, concomitant associated triggers, medication or natural health product use, general health, emotional state, and various other determinants.

- **Delayed Clinical Response to EMR in some Research:** Clinical change following incitant exposure is not necessarily immediate and can be delayed in onset. As some inflammatory reactions can take time to manifest, immediate clinical testing for the purposes of research may not be reliable.

- **Differing Clinical Outcomes in Different Individuals:** Some of the studies claiming to disprove EHS utilize a reductionist approach to assessing patient suffering. Each person with EHS is a unique individual functioning in a complex environment, not a machine in a laboratory. Many of the studies attempt to create a controlled environment, and then draw conclusions — which are not generalizable to the complex environment where biochemically unique individuals with distinct genomes exist, and where a multiplicity of interconnected determinants may impact susceptible persons.

- **Psychogenic Etiology:** Many patients with EHS have been able to recover and have achieved sustained health using physiological interventions, without psychological therapies. In other words, correction of patho-physiology rather than patho-psychology has been successful in ameliorating this condition. This suggests that there may be a physiological basis for at least some portion of EHS.

- **Lack of Objective Evidence:** Unlike hypertension or diabetes, where isolated predetermined clinical markers determine diagnosis, EHS is not easily measured with quantifiable criteria. Without objective markers, some health professionals tend to dismiss the EHS diagnosis. EHS generally does not occur in isolation — it is often one component of complex multi-system health problems resulting from SRI (Genuis, 2010a; Dahmen et al., 2009; Sears, 2007b). EHS is a person-specific syndrome based on a person’s total environmental burden, on their overall health, and how their unique bioelectric cellular chemistry responds to external EMR. Individuals with EHS may have associated biochemical deficiencies, toxicant bioaccumulation, and individual genetic polymorphisms that affect cellular detoxification processes, neurocognitive biology, and other determinants of health and illness (Landgrebe et al., 2008).

- **EHS Defies Experience and Doesn’t Make Sense:** As most healthy people do not perceive EMR in their environment, it may be counter-intuitive to accept that some individuals experience physically disabling symptoms as a result of seemingly incidental exposure. As a result, many scientists and clinicians are not willing to entertain the possibility that such sensitivity exists, and automatically default to the psychogenic attribution of disease. It is instructive to consider, however, that just as some vulnerable individuals with peanut allergy can experience life-threatening anaphylaxis from exposure to miniscule amounts of everyday peanuts, some EHS persons can develop debilitating responses to everyday levels of EMR.

- **Conflict of Interest Issues:** Sensitivity to environmental factors has huge implications for issues relating to insurance, employment, human rights, liability, policy initiatives, legislation, industrial policies, lifestyle and so on — with profound economic implications. In science and medicine as in other disciplines, there are those so closely allied to vested interests that they have seemingly been inoculated against truth, against credible research, and against observed fact (Michaels, 2008; Moynihan, 2003). Regardless of how compelling the evidence to the contrary, some unscrupulous or uninformed scientists continue to serve and represent the vested interests that fund them or the entrenched ideas and ideologies that propel them (Michaels, 2008; Angell, 2000). It has been suggested that perhaps some of the facts about EHS are being obfuscated and that ‘evidence’ has been manipulated to instill doubt and to impede public health regulation in exposure related matters (Genuis, 2008; Michaels, 2008).

- **Historical Precedent:** History repeatedly demonstrates that a disorder failing to fit the existing scientific paradigm of a specific era does not automatically translate into the condition being a psychosomatic or metaphysical nonentity. Many afflictions from Parkinson’s to peptic ulcer disease were initially thought to be psychological rather than physiological in origin (Pall, 2007; Marshall, 2002).

- **Knowledge Translation:** Medical history consistently demonstrates that the adoption of new knowledge in clinical medicine is notoriously slow (Genuis, 2012; Genuis and Genuis, 2006; Doherty, 2005; Grol and Grimshaw, 2003). Currently, EHS is generally ignored, ridiculed or denied in much the same way that many other conditions such as ulcerative colitis, migraine headaches, multiple sclerosis and post-traumatic stress disorder were summarily dismissed in the past (Pall, 2007).

7. Conclusion

Over the last 50 years, there has been an anthropogenic electromagnetic revolution with the widespread release of electronic equipment, wireless systems, electrical machines as well as pervasive high voltage power lines and telecommunication emitters; in the next 50 years we will begin to witness the consequences of these developments. We have an ethical responsibility to define the impact of such technology on the human organism and to develop methodologies to investigate and manage adverse sequelae.

When exposed to certain frequencies of EMR, patients with EHS experience non-specific signs and symptoms affecting multiple body systems; many are rendered disabled and unable to function effectively in society. Evidence is accumulating, however, that many EHS patients can be successfully managed clinically and can experience substantial recovery. General recommendations for treating people with SRI, including EHS, involve reducing and avoiding environmental triggers, remediating biochemical and nutritional status, and diminishing bioaccumulated toxicant loads (Genuis, 2010a). In addition, some patients find cognitive behavior therapy and neural re-training to be valuable.
helpful adjuncts in addressing psychological stress and acquiring skills to overcome EHS. 

Further research is required to fully understand the detailed pathophysiology of EHS and to enhance current therapies to ameliorate the suffering experienced by afflicted individuals. Public health measures including community education and appropriate governmental regulation relating to environmental chemical toxicant exposure and EMR are urgently required to preserve public health and to stem the increasing incidence of this preventable medical disorder. The ‘Substitution Principle’ invoked by Sweden, requiring adoption of least-risk and most sustainable strategies, is a logical approach to promote innovative technologies to protect individual and public health.

Recent evidence in the scientific literature suggests that various objective physiological alterations are apparent in some EHS persons claiming to suffer after exposure to certain frequencies of EMR (McCartly et al., 2011; Havas et al., 2010). As a result, many scientists now recognize that hypersensitivity to EMR can be a debilitating medical condition that is affecting increasing numbers of people throughout the world. While EHS patients can initiate steps to reduce exposure to EMR once they recognize the importance of doing so, more clinicians familiar with EHS and the SRI mechanism of illness (Genius, 2010a) are needed to diagnose, assist and treat the burgeoning number of suffering individuals who are at a total loss to explain their various symptoms. In the end, regardless of whether one chooses to believe that EHS is fact or fiction, every ethical health provider has an obligation to sincerely listen to his/her patients, including those with EHS, and to do everything possible to ameliorate their suffering.
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